56 Massonnet and Rabaute, 1993) .
57
In order to understand the limitations of the technique and to separate the different components 58 (deformation, height, atmosphere) 
162
The in situ data of the Gardanne test site have been acquired at more than 1000 points over the past 163 decades in order to monitor the deformation effects on the surface associated with the coal mining. 
185
The only way to carry out the data comparison was to adjust those shifts to make the data comparible. 
232
The option we applied in this study was the following. We interpolated temporally the levelling data to 233 the SAR acquisition dates and we interpolated spatially the PSI deformation values to the levelling 234 point positions (using a limited radius of 50m around the levelling points).
235
The basic justification is that the studied phenomena have sufficient spatial extents to justify a spatial 236 interpolation in a 50m radius. In fact, in this area, the subsidence bowls due to the mining works 237 spread over hundreds of metres (Arcamone, 1980 
264
To estimate the discrepancies between the teams' results in terms of velocity maps, we resampled the 265 data included in a common area to a 50m by 50m grid containing the velocities of each of the teams.
266
Using the ISATIS TM software, we carried out a comparison by pairs of teams: for each pair of 267 produced PSI sets, we assessed the mean of the differences, the correlation value and the standard 268 deviation of the differences on the cell occupied by the two compared teams.
269
The main indicator is the standard deviation that reflects the discrepancies between teams. It ranges 270 from 0.6 mm/yr to 1.86 mm/yr.
271
The mean of the differences can show possible biases, although these values have been partially 
303
The first test is a semi-quantative comparison. We selected the more representative levelling line 304 ("AXE" -located on figure 3 -it crosses the main deformed area) and visually compared the PSI data 305 versus the levelling data along it. Figure 7 shows the spatial variation of the cumulative deformation 306 within the period from 1992 to 1998 for each of the teams.
307
Most of the teams (except team T6) spatially localised the deformation. We observed dissimilarities 308 with the levelling and between PSI teams. In particular, the PSI results seem to underestimate the 309 higher deformations. 
327
We can observe a dependence of the RMSE with respect to the velocity value (figure 8 
